




A compound object ( l ists, sets, dicts etc) can contain compound objects.

They can be nested to any level needed.



There are severa l ways in which a list of l ists can be unpacked (flattened)

Unpacking operator (*) can be used for unpacking a l ist of l ists .



Assignment statements do not copy objects, they create bindings between

a target and an object . So, assignment statement, instead of creating a

new object, wi l l s imply point the new variable towards the exist ing object.



Assignment statements in Python do not create copies - they only bind

names to objects . Sometimes copies of mutable objects or collections of

mutable objects would be needed for data processing.

There are two 

ways to  make 

copies of  the 

objects:

1 )  shal low copy

2) deep copy



A shallow copy constructs a new compound object (objects that

contain other objects) and then (to the extent possible) inserts

references into i t to the objects found in the original .

A shallow copy can be created in many ways.



A deep copy constructs a new compound object and then, recursively,

inserts copies into it of the objects found in the origina l . So, deep copy

creates a new copy at a different memory location with no connection to

the origina l object whatsoever. I t can be created with the deepcopy()

method from the copy module .



For immutable objects, shal low and deep copy are same. The difference

between shal low and deep copying is only relevant for compound objects

(objects that contain other objects) with mutable objects.



CHOOSE PACKAGE

Shallow Copy

CHOOSE PACAGE

BUSINESS
large businessDeep Copy

Creation Shallow copy can be created in many ways
Deep copy can only be created with 

deepcopy( )

Speed Operations with shallow copy are faster Operations with deep copy are slower

Memory Shallow copy uses memory effectively Deep copy does not use memory effectively

Errors Shallow copying, in general, does not cause errors Recursive objects may cause a recursive loop

Data
Generally, some data will be shared between 

copies made with shallow copy
No data is shared between copies made with 

deep copy

Process

A shallow copy constructs a new compound object 
and then (to the extent possible) inserts references
into it to the objects found in the original.

A deep copy constructs a new compound 
object and then, recursively, inserts copies
into it of the objects found in the original.












